
Colon or Semi-Colon? 
Use a colon (:) or semi-colon (;) to separate the following independent clauses. Explain your 
choices to a partner.

1. Grandad is going bald his hair gets thinner each time we see him.

2. All hope was lost    the goalie couldn’t defend his title. 

3. Sita wanted to call our new puppy Scritch   I hated the name.

4. I am so sorry         will you ever be able to forgive me?

5. Fred was late for school    he had missed the bus.

6. Putting up the tent is always hard work          forgetting the pegs made it  
even harder than usual.

7. The woods here are beautiful  peaceful, quiet and lush.

8. I had the map with me   it was not very helpful.

9. There are many countries I’d like to visit          Australia, Italy and Japan  
are the main three.

10. For my birthday I received money, including £20 from my nan          unicorn 
stickers, stationery and toys new rollerblades and lots of books.
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Colon or Semi-Colon? Answers
Use a colon (:) or semi-colon (;) to separate the following independent clauses. Explain your 
choices to a partner.

1. Grandad is going bald his hair gets thinner each time we see him.

2. All hope was lost    the goalie couldn’t defend his title. 

3. Sita wanted to call our new puppy Scritch   I hated the name.

4. I am so sorry         will you ever be able to forgive me?

5. Fred was late for school    he had missed the bus.

6. Putting up the tent is always hard work          forgetting the pegs made it  
even harder than usual.

7. The woods here are beautiful  peaceful, quiet and lush.

8. I had the map with me   it was not very helpful.

9. There are many countries I’d like to visit          Australia, Italy and Japan  
are the main three.

10. For my birthday I received money, including £20 from my nan          unicorn 
stickers, stationery and toys new rollerblades and lots of books.
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